
DevOps Consulting 
Let’s jointly identify the current state of your DevOps journey, the potential for improvement, 
and embrace DevOps the right way, by bringing together agile principles and automation 
with advanced technologies, tools, and practices. 

DevOps has become an integral part of many organizations, as most of them have either already adopt-
ed or have begun to adopt DevOps culture and practices. But we must understand that DevOps is not a 
destination but a journey towards continuously improving or automating the organizational processes. 
DevOps enables continuous improvement and automation of the processes. Organizations can leverage 
DevOps assessment to benchmark and enhance their current state of release processes, culture, and 
automation.

Gain from our DevOps Models 
We have designed our assessments that help your organization to understand the progress made so far 
as compared to the previous set of DevOps assessments. We provide recommendations to reach the 
next milestone with our DevOps Maturity Assessment and DevOps Transformation Roadmap Advisory.

DevOps Maturity Assessment 

B - Due-Diligence

An analysis-focused tailored workshop is 
conducted to assess the current state of your 
DevOps maturity and challenges. These can be 
across the development, deployment, and 
sustenance questionnaire along with interviews 
conducted with multiple stakeholders of your 
organization.

Outcome: A DevOps maturity report, including 
high-level recommendations for improvements 
that best fit your context and organizational 
culture.

A - Self-Assessment

It comprises a pre-defined questionnaire, which 
includes questions covering various categories 
and their respective sub-categories, to cover 
the complete ecosystem.

Outcome: An auto-generated report that 
provides the scores in each section of the 
questionnaire, along with high-level recommen-
dations based on the inputs received in the 
questionnaire. 

Interested in how your 
DevOps Maturity 
Assessment would look like? 

Check out this example

https://www.nagarro.com/hubfs/Services%20-%20NEW%20-%202019/DevOps/DevOps-Maturity-Assessment_Nagarro%20Workshop.pdf


A tailored workshop to create DevOps implementation plan for clients who are already practicing 
DevOps and facing specific challenges, bridging the gap between current and future organizational 
goals.  

Outcome: A DevOps transformation roadmap, based on your current ecosystem, on how to move 
up the value chain, with a clear selection of tools that will help in your transformation. 

Once the roadmap is set, our team of DevOps experts is ready to help you accomplish your DevOps 
transformation.  On your marks, get set, go! 

DevOps transformation helps organizations 
overcome roadblocks and achieve future goals. 
These o�erings are the perfect next steps in your 
journey. Don’t hesitate to create a sustainable 
future for your organization. 

DevOps Transformation Roadmap Advisory 

Interested in how your 
DevOps Transformation 
Workshop would look like? 

Check out this example

Interested? 
Drop us an email at: 
coe.devops@nagarro.com

In a changing and evolving world, challenges are ever more unique and complex. Nagarro helps to 
transform, adapt, and build new ways into the future through a forward-thinking, agile and caring 
mindset. We excel at digital product engineering and deliver on our promise of thinking 
breakthroughs. Today, we are 19,000 experts across 34 countries, forming a Nation of Nagarrians, 
ready to help our customers succeed. For more information, visit www.nagarro.com.  

https://www.nagarro.com/hubfs/Services%20-%20NEW%20-%202019/DevOps/DevOps-Transformation-Roadmap_Nagarro%20Workshop.pdf



